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Abstract 
 Website navigation is one of the most important design feature used in many domain including finance,  e-commerce, 

entertainment, education ,government, and medical A main reason is that the web developers understanding of how a 

website should be structured can  be significantly different from that of the users. There are various methods have been 

proposed to relink web pages to improve navigability using user navigation data. In this paper we are proposed 

Canberra distance based web structure analysis for improving user navigation for that we are using data mining and 

clustering technique. Internet has been provided lot of possibilities in knowledge and research. Still there is a challenge 

of effective and efficient retrieval of required web pages. Fast-growing number of Internet users also  presents huge 

business opportunities to firms 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 It is still an issue for users to find the desired information on the Web site effectively and efficiently. When 

users get frustrated in their attempts to find the desired information, it only takes them one click to leave the 

Web site. Thus how to help users navigate a Web site and find the desired information effectively and 

efficiently is crucial to the success of the Web site. A most important cause of poor website design is that 

the web developers’ perceptive of how a website should be structured and can be considerably different 

from those of the users. Such differences result in cases where users cannot easily find the desired 

information in a website. This issue is difficult to handle because when creating a website, web developers 

may not have a clear under- standing of users’ Preferences and can only organize pages based on their own   

ideas. However, the measure of website effectiveness should be the satisfaction of the users rather than that 

of the developers. Thus, Web pages should be organized in a way that generally matches the user’s model 

of how pages should be organized Therefore The problem of improving user navigation on a website with 

minimal changes to the current structure, is an important issue.  

    Previous studies on website has focused on a variety of issues, such as understanding web structures 

[04], finding relevant  pages of a given page [05], mining informative structure of a  news website [06], 

[07], and extracting template from web  pages [08]. Our work, on the other hand, is closely related to the 
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literature that examines how to improve website navigability through the use of user navigation data. 

Various works have made an effort to address this question and they can be generally classified into two 

categories [02]: to facilitate a particular user by dynamically reconstituting pages based on his profile and 

traversal paths, often referred as personalization, and to modify the site structure to ease the navigation for 

all users, often referred as transformation. The literature considering transformations approaches mainly 

focuses on developing methods to completely reorganize the link structure of a website. Although there are 

advocates for website reorganization approaches, their drawbacks are obvious. First, since a complete 

reorganization could radically change the   location of familiar items, the new website may disorient users 

 [09].Second, the reorganized website structure is highly unpredictable, and the cost of disorienting users 

after the changes remains unanalyzed. This is because a website’s structure is typically designed by experts 

and bears business or organizational logic, but this logic may no longer exist in the new structure when the 

website is completely reorganized.  Besides, no prior studies have assessed the usability of a completely 

reorganized website, leading to doubts on the applicability of the reorganization approaches. The fast 

growth of the Internet has lead to numerous studies on improving user navigations. There are two ways to 

improve user navigability web personalization and web transformation approaches. There are several 

remarkable differences between   web transformation and personalization approaches. First, transformation 

approaches create or modify the structure of a website used for all users, while personalization approaches 

dynamically reconstitute pages for individual users. Hence, there is no predefined/built-in web structure for 

personalization approaches. Second, in order to understand the preference of individual users, 

personalization approaches need to collect information associated with these users (known as user profiles). 

This computationally intensive and time-consuming This process is not required for transformation 

approaches   Third, transformation approaches make use of aggregate usage data from weblog files and do 

not require tracking the past usage for each user while dynamic pages are typically generated based on the 

users’ traversal path. Web transformation approaches mainly focuses on developing methods to completely 

reorganize the link structure of a website. We adapted web transformation technique to facilitate user 

navigation since web is huge and user always wants response as fast as possible so our goal is to 

reorganization website by changing its structure so user should reach target in less clicks and in less time. In 

proposed strategies we are using clustering and Canberra distance measure to change structure of website as 

we know clustering is one way of data reduction Canberra distance is a numerical measure of the distance 

between pairs of points in a vector space. Clustering or cluster analysis is defined as technique of grouping 

a set of objects in such a way that objects in the same group (called a cluster) are more similar (in some 

sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). It is a main task of exploratory data 

mining, and a common technique for statistical data analysis, used in many fields, including machine 

learning, pattern recognition, image analysis, information retrieval, and bioinformatics etc. There are many 

clustering techniques, this paper contain comparison of three clustering technique. We will start with most 

basic k-means clustering algorithm, The term "k-means" was first used by James MacQueen in 1967 this 

algorithm form k-cluster for n-objects according to nearest mean. K-means initialize the cluster means by 

randomly generating k points in the data space. This is typically done by generating a value uniformly at 

random within the range for each dimension. Each iteration of K means Consists of two steps cluster 

assignment, and Centroid update. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 Min Chen and Young U. Ryu [1] proposed an approach of mathematical programming model to improve 

the navigation effect of the website minimizing changes to its current structure. Their model was 

particularly suitable for informational websites whose contents are relatively stable over time. It improves 

the performance of website  rather than reorganizes and therefore suitable for website maintenance on a 

progressive basis The Mathematical Programming model was observed to scale up very well, optimally 

solving large-sized problems in a few seconds in most cases on a desktop PC  Perkowitz and Etzioni [02] 

describe an approach that automatically synthesizes index  pages which contain links to pages pertaining to 

particular topics based on the co-occurrence frequency of pages in user traversals, to facilitate user 

navigation. However  this method is web personalization The methods proposed by Mobasher et al. [13], 

[14], [15] and Yan et al. [16] create clusters of user’s profiles from weblogs and then dynamically generate 
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links for users who are classified into different categories based  on their access patterns. These methods 

are web personalization based Nakagawa and Mobasher [13] develop a hybrid personalization system that 

can dynamically switch between recommendation models based on degree of connectivity and the user’s 

position 

 in the site. For reviews on web personalization approaches, see [18] and [19]. Web transformation, on the 

other hand, involves changing the structure of a website  to facilitate the navigation for a large set of users 

instead of personalizing pages for  individual users. An approach to reorganize WebPages so as to provide 

users with their desired information in fewer clicks. However, this approach considers only local structures 

in a website rather than the site as a whole, so the new structure may not be necessarily optimal.  

Gupta et al. [11] propose a heuristic method based on simulated annealing to relink. Web Pages to improve 

navigability. This method makes use of the aggregate user preference data and can be used to improve the 

link structure in websites for both wired and wireless devices. However, this approach does not yield 

optimal solutions and takes relatively a long time (10 to 15 hours) to run even for a small website. 

 Lin [21] develops integer programming models to reorganize a website based on the cohesion between 

pages to reduce information overload and search depth for users. In  addition, a two-stage heuristic 

involving two integer-programming models is developed to reduce the computation time. However, this 

heuristic still requires very long computation times to solve for the optimal solution, especially when the 

website contains many links. Besides, the models were tested on randomly generated websites only, so its 

applicability on real websites remains questionable. 

Lin and Tseng [21] propose an ant colony system to reorganize website structures. Although their approach 

is shown to provide solutions in a relatively short computation  time, the sizes of the synthetic websites and 

real website tested in [20] are still relatively   small, posing questions on its scalability to large-sized sites. 

There are several remarkable differences between web transformation and personal ization approaches. 

First, transformation approaches create or modify the structure of a website used for all users, while 

personalization approaches dynamically reconstitute pages for individual users. Hence, there is no 

predefined/built-in web structure for personalization approaches. In order to understand the preference of 

individual  users, personalization approaches need to collect information associated with these  users 

(known as user profiles). This computationally intensive and time-consuming process is not required for 

transformation approaches.  Transformation approaches make use of aggregate usage data from weblog 

files and  do not require tracking the past usage for each user while dynamic pages are typically   generated 

based on the users’ traversal path. Thus, personalization approaches are   more suitable for dynamic 

websites whose contents are more volatile and transformation   approaches are more appropriate for 

websites that have a built-in structure and store  relatively static and stable contents.  Jia-Ching Ying, Chu-

Yu Chin, Vincent S. Tseng [21] proposes a special data structure named Ideal-Tree (Inverted-data-base 

Expectable Tree) to avoid the effort of scanning database. Meanwhile, an efficient mining algorithm named 

Ideal-Tree-Miner is  proposed for mining web navigation patterns with dynamic thresholds. Based on the  

discovered patterns, they give a navigation prediction model. Mining Web Navigation  Patterns with 

Dynamic Thresholds for Navigation Prediction Dean and Henzinger also  proposed another simple lgorithm 

to find relevant pages from page similarities. The  page source of this algorithm, however, only consists of 

the sibling pages of the given  page and many important semantically relevant pages might be neglected 

and the sim ilarity between a page and the given page is measured by the number of their common  parent 

pages, named cocitation degree. The pages that have higher cocitation degrees  with the given page are 

identified as relevant pages. Although this algorithm is simple and efficient, the deeper relationships among 

the pages cannot be revealed. For example, if two or more pages have the same cocitation degree with the 

given page, this   algorithm could not identify which page is more related to the given page. Reis et al. used 

a restricted tree-edit distance to cluster documents and, in it is assumed that labeled training data are given 

for clustering. However, the tree edit  distance is expensive and it is not easy to select good training pages. 

Crescenzi et  al.focused on document clustering without template extraction. They targeted a site consisting 

of multiple   templates. From a seed page, WebPages are crawled by following internal links and the pages 

are compared by only their link information. However,  if web pages are collected without considering their 

method, pages from various sites  are mixed in the collection and their algorithm should repeatedly be 

executed for each  site. Since pages crawled from a site can be different by the objectivity of each crawler, 
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their algorithm may require additional crawling on the fly. [25] Propose a hierarchical network search 

engine that clusters hypertext documents to structure given information space for supporting various 

services like browsing and querying. All hypertext documents in a certain information space (e.g. one 

website) were clustered into a hierarchical form based on contents as well as link structure of each 

hypertext document. By considering about links within the same website, related documents in the same 

website could be grouped into one cluster. However, our target is not general situation but search results 

classification, which clusters search results into more narrow and detailed groups.  

 

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

 

Difficulty in navigation is reported as the problem that triggers most consumers to abandon a website and 

switch to a competitor generally, having traversed several paths to locate a target indicates that this user is 

likely to have experienced navigation difficulty. Therefore, Webmasters can ensure effective user 

navigation by improving the site structure to help users reach targets faster. Our objective is to improve the 

navigation effectiveness of a website with minimal changes. Finding the number of pages, user’s access 

before getting desired page. Finding non visited links which are not frequently accessed. In our system we 

are interested finding the set of web links which are poorly designed and the set of links which are not 

frequently accessed. Our aim is to improve website user navigation. Difficulty in navigation is reported that 

the problem that activate most clients to discard the website and turns to the competitor. Generally users 

have to traverse several paths to locate a target and indicate that this user is likely to have experienced 

navigation difficulty. Web page log is created by navigating several web pages and stored in the database 

 containing user id, user name, ip address, Browser information, date, URL, server ip, total time, then 

creating sessions of log files must be broken up into user sessions. Session is a group of activities 

performed by users during their visit to a site. From the set of two vectors finding the Canberra distance. 

Assign one access link  set to every cluster which is equal or similar distance. With the shortest Canberra 

 distance link will be assign to appropriate cluster and then calculating the centroid of the cluster and 

update cluster accordingly repeating this procedure until cluster  centroid don’t move. Finally cluster 

having maximum no of access set links are obtain and finding the links which are not accessed by the 

user’s frequently i.e. non visited links. In our system we are interested finding the set of web links which 

are poorly designed and linked to improve website user navigation. Difficulty in navigation is reported that 

the problem that activate most clients to discard the website and turns to the competitor. Generally users 

have to traverse several paths to locate a target and indicate that this user is likely to have experienced 

navigation difficulty.  We use backtracks to identify the paths that a user has traversed, where a backtrack 

is defined as a user’s revisit to a previously browsed page. The intuition is that users will backtrack if they 

do not find the page where they expect it. 

4. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 
The Canberra distance is a numerical measure of the distance between pairs of points in a vector space Our 

model is particularly appropriate for informational websites whose contents are static and relatively stable 

over time. Examples of organizations that have informational websites are universities, tourist attractions, 

hospitals, federal agencies, and sports organizations. Our model, however, may not be appropriate for 

websites that purely use dynamic pages or have volatile contents. This is because a steady state might never 

be reached in user access patterns in such websites, so it may not be possible to use the weblog data to 

improve the site structure 

 

S=  

Notation used: 

Let N be the set of all WebPages and λij, where 
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i; j € N, denote page connectivity in the current structure, 

With λij = 1 indicating page i has a link to page j, and 

λij = 0 otherwise. The current out-degree for page i is 

Denoted by Wi=  

From the log files, we obtain the set T of all mini Sessions. For a mini session S € T, 

 Set of all pages 

 Output of Canberra distance 

   Set of web links needs to be redesign and relink 

V= web page vector  

A1 and A2 are the set of two vectors  

Compute web page Vector  

Thus vector V is computed as  

 

Where, If link exists between i and j then  

  Otherwise  and  

Calculate Canberra distance between source and target pages as 

Input: vector V 

 
     

Output of Canberra distance  

Apply k-means clustering using centroid approach 
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Step 1) randomly select ‘c’ cluster centres. 

Step 2) Calculate the distance between each web link and cluster centres. 

Step 3) Assign the web link to the cluster centre whose distance from the cluster centre is 

minimum of all the cluster centres 

Step 4) Recalculate the new cluster centre using:   

 

 

Block diagram of system 

 

Our work is divided into three modules  

 

Preprocessing (Generate web page log) 

Before analysis, we followed the log preprocessing steps purpose of this module is to generate web page 

log for vector formation after navigating several links web page log is generated in database including all 

details of user and visited links details .Vector formation from web page log checking for the most visited 

link 

Compute vector and calculate Canberra distance  

Purpose of this module is   finding the minimum distance  

From the web page log forming two vectors (vector1 and vector2) calculating the minimum distance 
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between two vector links  

 Clustering and backtracking 

Purpose of this module is forming clusters and finding faulty links. Forming clusters with the minimum 

distance links and update centroid by using k means clustering algorithm. First taking random centroid 

and forming cluster of minimum or similar distance of links. Then update centroid and forming next cluster 

.Finding non visited links and the links which need to be redesign. Forming cluster with similar or 

minimum distance. Update centroid. Form next cluster and backtracking Calculate centroid for cluster  

Using K means algorithm for clustering declaring faulty links  

5. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE 

EVALUATION 

     

We have considered generated real time databases for analysis. Implemented system is tested using two 

different distance measure methods. 

1. Canberra Distance and  

2. Euclidean Distance method 

We used Canberra distance method to measure distance between pairs of points in vector .comparing our 

system with Euclidean distance method. 

System is tested on created web page log database which contains Total link System Displays out degree 

count of links userid, ip address, browser info, date, URL, server ip. Vector generated and distance was 

calculated using above mentioned method. Overall distance of two methods shown in following table. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1Distance calculated by using two methods 

 

Also calculated , Display Removable links ,Display most visited link, Direct visit time and indirect visit 

time  

Following graph showing distance calculated by using two methods. 
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   Graph showing distance measured by Euclidian and Canberra method 

 

 

Graph showing non visited and visited links 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed Canberra distance formulation to improve the navigation effectiveness of a 

website by using data mining and clustering technique we have presented a technique that obtains a set of 

web links that needs to be redesign and relink and displaying most visited pages i.e. the links which are 

user tried to navigate more. This model is particularly appropriate for informational websites whose 

contents are relatively stable over time. It improves a website rather than reorganizes it and hence is 

suitable for website maintenance on a progressive basis. The work can be extended in several 

directions techniques that can accurately identify users’ targets are critical to model and future studies 

may focus on developing such techniques. Proposed system can be further enhanced for finding loyal 

customer. If the size of website is large the number of vectors increase. Method other than clustering can be 

used for efficient calculation of link classification. 
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